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Brief description: 

Since about ten years, Ethernet-based solutions have become popular in industrial communications. 

Like with the traditional fieldbus systems, there is a wide variety of mutually incompatible concepts 

addressing various application domains. Looking at the status of international standardization, there are 

even more standardized approaches than in the fieldbus era, which makes selection of the best solution 

for a given task even more difficult. 

The tutorial intends to present an overview of industrial Ethernet solutions especially for real-time 

automation applications as considered by the IEC in the standards IEC 61158 and IEC 61784. The 

focus will be on the basic operation principles of the various approaches to give the audience an 

understanding of how Ethernet, which is essentially not designed for real-time operation, can cope with 

requirements typical for automation systems. The status of standardization will be briefly reviewed as 

well. 

The second part of the tutorial will be devoted to practical aspects of using industrial Ethernet from an 

industry perspective. Key performance indicators will be introduced that attempt to make network 

solutions comparable, and different networks will be compared by means of concrete practical 

examples. 
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